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ABSTRACT

The recent explosion in the number and size of spatial remote-sensing datasets from satellite missions creates new opportunities for data-driven approaches in domains such as climate change monitoring and disaster management. These approaches typically involve a feature engineering step that summarizes remote sensing pixel data located within zones of interest defined by another spatial dataset, an operation called zonal statistics. While there exist several spatial systems that support zonal statistics operations, they differ significantly in terms of interfaces, architectures, and algorithms, making it hard for users to select the best system for a specific workload. To address this limitation, we propose Raven, a zonal statistics framework that provides users with a unified interface across multiple execution backends, while facilitating easy benchmarking and comparisons across systems. In this demonstration, we showcase several aspects of Raven, including its multi-backend execution environment, domain-specific declarative language, optimization techniques, and benchmarking capabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the launch of an ever-increasing number of satellites has led to the accumulation of unprecedented volumes of Earth Observation (EO) data [1, 6, 8]. For example, the Sentinel archive alone contains Earth images captured by eight satellites, amounting to 6.64 petabytes [6]. The efficient processing of EO data offers an opportunity to substantially improve our understanding of our planet’s state and the changes that occur on it [2, 11, 14, 17].

To extract meaningful features from EO imagery that can be used to train ML models, it is often necessary to compute aggregate information for image pixels within specific zones of interest defined by another spatial dataset [7], a process commonly known as zonal statistics (ZS). Remote sensing images are available in raster format, a multidimensional array representation where each pixel corresponds to a geographical region, while the pixel value reflects some characteristics of that region. However, spatial datasets defining zones of interest, like city boundaries from OpenStreetMap [13], are often in vector format, representing geographical features with points, lines, and polygons. As a result, computing zonal statistics requires combining heterogeneous raster and vector datasets. For example, to train an ML model for monitoring and predicting changes in vegetation health in different land plots over time, one needs to generate aggregated (e.g., mean and median) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) statistics as features for each land plot [10]. This feature engineering process requires joining remote sensing imagery data (raster) with land plot data (vector).

Current spatial systems for zonal statistics confront users with a jungle of interfaces, capabilities, and requirements. This plethora of different systems poses challenges in selecting the best system for a given workload. Typically, spatial systems lack support for joining raster and vector data (e.g., RasDaMan [3], Apache Sedona [18]), except for Beast [9] and PostGIS [15]. As a result, users might need to rasterize vector datasets or vectorize raster datasets before they can join them. Furthermore, they might need to perform file format conversions, given that most systems support only a limited number of file formats. The diversity of interfaces across spatial systems poses additional challenges. First, it locks users into their initial system choice, due to the significant effort required to rewrite applications. Second, it introduces a substantial barrier when testing different systems for optimal performance. For example, while both Beast and PostGIS support raster and vector data, Beast employs a map-reduce-like API, while PostGIS offers an SQL-like API. To provide a good user experience, avoid vendor lock-in, and optimize performance, there is a need to abstract ZS operations and enable their unified execution across multiple spatial systems.

To address the challenges in processing zonal statistics over large-scale heterogeneous datasets, we developed Raven [16], a zonal statistics framework that offers users a unified interface across multiple spatial systems serving as execution backends. Raven exposes a DSL tailored for zonal statistics, abstracts system-specific details, and optimizes execution. Furthermore, it supports effortless system benchmarking, assisting users in selecting the most efficient system for their workload. To the best of our knowledge, Raven is the first system for unified spatial analytics. Previous efforts to unify data...
analytics focus on integrating structured and semi-structured data with SQL [5, 19] and map-reduce-like interfaces [4]; however, these efforts do not include support for spatial operations.

In this demonstration, we first aim to illustrate the complexity of implementing zonal statistics in different spatial systems. We let the audience interact with the systems and showcase their diversity in terms of interfaces, capabilities, and requirements. We then dive into Raven’s internals, enabling the audience to implement a zonal statistics task within our tool. We discuss how Raven translates this task into different system APIs, performs necessary pre-processing, and manages the execution lifecycle. Furthermore, we highlight how Raven guides users in selecting the best system for their task by executing this task on multiple state-of-the-art spatial systems and generating performance metrics that offer insights into performance variations among these systems. Finally, we highlight the benefits of Raven as middleware for applications by implementing an exemplary application and letting users manipulate different parameters and datasets interactively.

2 RAVEN OVERVIEW

Today’s data scientists face multiple challenges when implementing zonal statistics in different spatial systems. We let the audience interact with the systems and showcase their diversity in terms of interfaces, capabilities, and requirements. We then dive into Raven’s internals, enabling the audience to implement a zonal statistics task within our tool. We discuss how Raven translates this task into different system APIs, performs necessary pre-processing, and manages the execution lifecycle. Furthermore, we highlight how Raven guides users in selecting the best system for their task by executing this task on multiple state-of-the-art spatial systems and generating performance metrics that offer insights into performance variations among these systems. Finally, we highlight the benefits of Raven as middleware for applications by implementing an exemplary application and letting users manipulate different parameters and datasets interactively.

2.2 Raven’s Domain-Specific Language

Performing zonal statistics on raw raster and vector data involves multiple steps. First, data require pre-processing to handle variations in format, Coordinate Reference Systems (CRSs), and standards governing geometry representation and interpretation. Second, data might require filtering based on specified conditions. The next processing stage involves joining and aggregating the data. In this stage, one can apply various interpretations for the join condition and implement optimizations, such as tuning tile sizes. To abstract these steps, we designed a simple DSL for Raven, allowing users to easily express zonal statistics on both raster and vector datasets. The DSL exposes primitives for zonal statistics computation, such as defining transformations, filter predicates, and join conditions. Listing 1 shows an example. Here, the user loads a raster and a vector dataset (Lines 2–4), selects a grouping key, two aggregate functions, and a join method (Lines 6–8), and chooses PostGIS for execution (Line 10). Note that, for brevity, we exclude DSL primitives related to other parameters and spatial systems.

Listing 1: A simple ZS Task in Raven’s DSL

```java
# Datasets definition
zs_result = ZSGen.build(
    raster=“/data/sentinel2a_mol_band9",
    vector=“/data/ALKIS_bezirk_MOL"
)

# Aggregation operations
.group("oid")
.summarize({“max”: ZSGen.MAX, “avg”: ZSGen.AVG})
.join_using(ZSGen.INTERSECT)

# Systems
.system([ZSSystem.PostGIS(params),...])
```

2.3 Zonal Statistics Pipelines

The AST generated by Raven’s Pipeline Planner (cf. Figure 1) encapsulates the end-to-end processing of a zonal statistics task. This includes pre-processing operations, such as changing format to support loading into the given system, aligning CRSs, and filtering the

Tiles are used to divide raster data into smaller chunks.
datasets, as well as performing the join and aggregation. Raven currently optimizes the execution plan using simple heuristics, such as reducing redundant data loading by filter pushdown.

The Pipeline Manager (cf. Figure 1) transforms the AST into system-specific code. To achieve this, it employs parameterized templates in the APIs of the supported backend systems through the IR Converter. System developers have to provide these templates when integrating a system into Raven. Finally, Raven executes the system-specific code through the SpS-Connector. In our reference implementation, we support pre-processing using GDAL and zonal statistics execution on Beast [9], PostGIS [15], RasDaMan [3], heavy.ai [12], and Sedona [18]. The Pipeline Manager composes the pipeline by filling the templates with information from the AST, and coordinates the execution.

### 2.4 Benchmarking Mode

The performance of zonal statistics tasks in different spatial systems can vary significantly depending on data and workload. Raven not only allows users to seamlessly execute zonal statistics across multiple systems with diverse configurations, but also enables them to benchmark these systems. To facilitate benchmarking, Raven features a dedicated benchmarking mode. This mode allows users to execute multiple pipelines and produce detailed performance plots, e.g., breakdown performance of different pipeline stages. These plots enable Raven’s users to compare different systems and parameter combinations. As a result, users can gain insights into potential bottlenecks and enhance system performance by fine-tuning available parameters. Overall, Raven’s integrated benchmarking component provides valuable tools for optimizing zonal statistics tasks across diverse spatial systems.

### 2.5 Integration with QGIS

To enhance the interactivity of our demonstration, we seamlessly integrated Raven into QGIS [20]. This integration enables users to visually formulate a query through a user-friendly UI, which is then translated into Raven’s IR AST. The UI automatically pulls information about the loaded data (or layers) from QGIS. Furthermore, users can specify other processing parameters, such as the type of vectorization applied. When a user selects multiple systems or multiple conflicting processing parameters (e.g., different tile sizes), Raven automatically switches to benchmarking mode. The benchmarking results are displayed in the main QGIS UI after Raven concludes its benchmark run.

In addition to the UI, we integrated Raven into the Processing API of QGIS. This API empowers users to build complex pipelines with multiple inputs, outputs, and parameters. Consequently, users can harness Raven through QGIS to tackle more complex problems and execute recurring tasks effortlessly.

### 3 DEMONSTRATION PLAN

The goal of this demonstration is twofold. First, it aims to show the intricacy of implementing zonal statistics using state-of-the-art spatial data management systems. Second, it aims to showcase the capabilities of Raven. Specifically, we show its ease of use for expressing zonal statistics and its practical utility for spatial applications. Furthermore, we show how Raven assists data scientists in selecting the most efficient spatial system for a given task, leveraging its benchmarking mode. Attendees can experience a live demo of Raven using the QGIS UI. The UI runs on a local laptop, where Raven can be run directly. For scenarios involving large datasets, the laptop connects to a remote server hosting Raven. In the following, we describe our demonstration scenarios.

#### 3.1 Exploring State-of-the-Art Systems

First, we introduce the audience to the fundamental characteristics of geospatial data, emphasizing the differences between raster and vector data. Then, we describe the task of zonal statistics and explain how raster data can be combined with vector data. Finally, we show how users implement zonal statistics tasks in state-of-the-art...
systems by presenting an example task, e.g., computing NDVI statistics, and demonstrating its implementation using the interfaces of various systems, e.g., Beast, PostGIS, and RasDaMan.

3.2 Implementing Zonal Statistics with Raven
Our second demonstration scenario aims to familiarize the audience with Raven. For this purpose, we guide the audience through Raven’s DSL and show its ease of use for implementing zonal statistics tasks. Leveraging the integration of Raven with QGIS (cf. Section 2.5), users can seamlessly compose zonal statistics tasks in Raven’s DSL through a GUI, as shown in Figure 2. In 1, users can choose among available raster and vector datasets and apply filter predicates. In 2, users can specify values for different processing and optimization parameters. Then, in 3, users can define evaluation parameters mostly relevant for Raven’s benchmarking mode. In this scenario, we also discuss how Raven abstracts the APIs of different spatial systems, translates zonal statistics tasks into these APIs, performs pre-processing of raw raster and vector data, and efficiently orchestrates the execution lifecycle. To that end, we use the ZS Pipeline Viewer (cf. Figure 3) that visualizes the generated query plan for each system based on Raven’s IR. The visualization uses different colors to highlight different types of operations, i.e., pre-processing, ingestion, and actual execution.

3.3 Benchmarking Zonal Statistics with Raven
In our third demonstration scenario, we aim to illustrate the performance discrepancies among state-of-the-art spatial data management systems when executing a zonal statistics task. Therefore, we leverage Raven’s benchmarking mode to execute a given task across multiple systems and explore different configurations. Throughout the entire execution lifecycle, Raven gathers statistics that provide valuable information on each processing stage: from format conversions to CRS alignment, data filtering, and finally joining raster and vector data. To show the performance characteristics of different systems, we run pre-defined zonal statistics tasks and discuss the performance breakdown graphs generated by Raven (cf. Figure 4). Additionally, users can define their own zonal statistics tasks and benchmarking parameters using Raven’s configuration panel, thereby gaining a better understanding of how different settings influence the performance of different systems. Overall, in this scenario, we demonstrate Raven’s versatility in benchmarking spatial data management systems and emphasize its utility in guiding users to select the right system for their needs.

3.4 Raven as an Application Backend
In our fourth demonstration scenario, we want to show how Raven can be integrated with current spatial applications. For this purpose, we describe our integration with QGIS. This integration allows computing zonal statistics on any available underlying spatial system and then returning the result to QGIS to produce different data visualizations. In this demonstration scenario, attendees can actively interact with Raven through the GUI and visually explore raster and vector data, as depicted in Figure 5. We will supply raster and vector datasets, but we also encourage attendees to bring their datasets that we can explore with Raven.

4 CONCLUSION
This demonstration shows the necessity and advantages of a unified declarative framework for implementing and analyzing zonal statistics tasks. The source code of Raven is available on GitHub [16].
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Figure 5: Zonal Statistics Output